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Abstract. The aim of these investigations was to survey the quality of the radiographic images and the entrance 

air kerma (ESAK) to patients exposed to simple radiographic examinations and to perform comparisons with 

diagnostic reference levels (DRLs). Based on the working material provided by the IAEA under the framework 

of the Project RAF/9/033, in the form of a standardized questionnaire, image quality and patient dose levels were 

surveyed in 5 radiology departments in the city of Kinshasa. Film reject rate and film quality grading were 

carried out and causes for poor image quality investigated. Using x-ray tube output measurements and x-ray 

exposure parameters, the entrance surface doses to adult patients were determined in terms of ESAK. The 

resulting dose levels were compared with DRLs as an approach to the optimization and the potential for dose 

reduction. Poor quality images ranged 27% - 67% before implementation of QC tests. The image quality 

improvement up to 17% was achieved. Doses to Patients were below DRLs and varied by a factor of up to 8.2. 

The mean ESAK ranged 0.4 - 2.5 mGy (Chest PA), 2.5 – 9.5 mGy (Pelvis AP), 3 – 10.7 mGy (Lumbar Spine 

AP), and 2.6 – 9.6 mGy Abdomen AP) and. Reductions in Patient dose up to 47% were achieved. The patient 

doses are higher than doses in most countries participating to the Project although important reductions were 

recorded. Implementing QA programmes on a regular basis and specific training programme in medical imaging 

could increase the awareness on the quality of radiographic images and serve as an optimization tool. 
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1. Introduction 

 

Diagnostic X-rays are used so extensively in medicine that they represent by far the largest component 

of public exposure to ionizing radiations. Recent report of the UNSCEAR has estimated that patient 

radiation dose from conventional radiographic procedures ranged from 0.1 mSv to 10 mSv, resulting 

in a significant collective dose to the population [1]. Until a few years ago, the radiation dose to the 

patient was given only minor consideration. Starting in developed countries, national programmes, in 

terms of surveys, were set up, first, to assess doses from radiological examinations, as a result of long 

term risk of cancer from exposure of patient to ionizing radiations. National monitoring showed that 

mean doses from similar radiographic examinations varied by a factor of seven between hospitals [2] 

and a factor of a hundred was observed between doses for individual patients. In the USA, with NEXT 

programme [3], the situation was similar to the UK survey. As a general rule, many countries 

embarked in optimizing imaging conditions in order to minimize the risk to patient from radiation 

exposure [4]. In developing countries, national governments became aware of risks of patients being 

affected by ionizing radiations with the implication of the IAEA as a result of the adoption and the 

implementation of the Basic Safety Standards (BSS) [5]. 

 

The establishment of the Quality Criteria for Diagnostic Radiology Images was another important step 

in the optimization of doses received by patients in conventional radiology. In a basic document, the 

“European Guidelines on Quality Criteria for Diagnostic Radiographic Images” provides details on the 

diagnostic requirements for normal, basic radiographs specifying anatomical image criteria. Criteria 

for the radiation dose to the patient are indicated and typical examples for good radiographic technique 

by which the diagnostic requirements and dose criteria can be achieved are given [6].  
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The comparison of doses with diagnostic reference levels is almost the last step of the optimization 

process leading to the reduction of doses received by patients in diagnostic radiology. Several factors 

can be used in different modalities to reduce patient doses. In conventional radiography, although the 

most important factor in the optimization of dose to patient is the appropriate choice of screen/film 

combination, several other factors can be used for optimization purposes. The tube potential, the beam 

filtration, the use of anti-scatter grid, the beam collimation and x-ray projection used, and film 

processing are other elements that contribute to reducing radiation dose. The optimum tube potential is 

a critical point to reach as it depends not only on the part of body being imaged, but also is a function 

of the size of the patient, the type of the information required and the response of the image receptor.  

 

In diagnostic radiology, measuring or estimating doses to patients aimed at two fundamental 

objectives: aid to the optimization of patient protection, and determination of risks patients are 

exposed to. Firstly measurements provide a means for setting up a checking standard of good practice. 

Secondly estimates of the absorbed dose to tissue and organs in the patient are necessary in the 

assessment of patient detriment and accidental overexposure and potential for reducing doses without 

detriment to patient care explored [7]. 

 

The aim of the current study was to survey the quality of the radiographic images and the entrance air 

kerma (ESAK) to patients exposed to simple radiographic examinations and to perform comparisons 

with diagnostic reference levels (DRLs). 

 

2. Methods and Subjects 

 

2.1. Facilities involved in the project 

 

The survey was undertaken as a follow-up of the IAEA Project on strengthening radiological 

protection of patients and medical exposure control. In order to standardize project results, working 

material, in the form of a questionnaire and forms, were provided to participating countries. Table 1 

provides general information on the x-ray facilities that were part of the project. 

 

Table 1: Characteristics of radiographic X-ray Machines in participating hospitals 

 

X-Ray Unit Hospitals X-rooms 

Model/Type Installation 

Date 

Generator 

Pulses 

Total 

Filtration 

Film-screen 

speed in use 

CUK 1 Shimadzu 1987 6 (2.5) 200 

CNG 1 CGR - 6 (2.5) 200 

CLB 1 Picker 2000 12 (2.5) 200 

CMK 1 Trophy 

Radiology 

1986 6 1.7 200 - 400 

HSJ 1 Europa 2TS-R 2001 6 1.5 200 - 400 

Data in brackets are by default   

 

In the Democratic Republic of Congo (DRC), participating hospitals were instructed about the way in 

which project activities should be conducted. For most of them, assistance was provided during the 

first weeks of the implementation of the project as both radiographers and radiologists were unfamiliar 

with quality criteria and guidelines for patient dose assessment. In X-ray facilities where radiologists 

were unavailable, external radiologist was appointed. The survey was implemented in two phases 

occurring in two or three weeks for the same hospitals. Each phase included image quality and patient 

dose assessment. Quality Control (QC) tests were undertaken prior to the commencement of the 

implementation of the project to assess the general state of the x-ray facilities involved in the project. 

Corrective actions planed to be implemented following this QA programme were not successfully 

implemented in most of these facilities due to financial constraints and lack of qualified staff in QC 

tests. 
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2.2. Image quality assessment 

 

Image quality and dose to a sample of 10 adult patients were surveyed in five radiology departments 

according to the quality criteria for radiographic images provided by the IAEA. The weight range was 

set at 70 ±5 kg because in some radiology departments patients with 70 kg were not a great portion of 

diagnosed patients. Only 1 radiography room was selected by hospital. Unavailability of radiologists 

in some x-ray facilities and inexperience of some of them led some radiographic images to be assessed 

by external radiologists however; most films were evaluated by local radiologists. As most of patients 

(> 65%) were external patients, difficulty rose to keep their films after diagnosis for a delayed review 

or assessment of images. Radiographic images were graded as A, B and C. Grade A images were a 

portion of those that were accepted without any remarks or observations, that is to say, images in 

which diagnostic information was clearly established. Grade B images were those that were accepted 

with some remarks or observations. Grade C images were considered as not providing any diagnostic 

useful information, and therefore were rejected. Both grade A and B images were categorized as “poor 

quality images” and their causes documented and corrective actions implemented. 

 

2.3. Patient dose assessment 

 

Doses to adult patients were assessed following the IAEA protocol described in the previous section. 

Among the five radiographic projections concerned, only four (4) radiographic examinations were 

performed for uniformity reasons in all participating hospitals: Chest AP, Lumbar spine AP, Pelvis AP 

and abdomen. In order to compare patient dose with diagnostic reference levels in general 

radiography, the quantity “entrance surface air kerma” was used and expressed in terms of ESAK. 

Practically, the survey involved three steps: measurement of the x-ray exposure parameters, estimation 

of the incident air kerma and entrance surface air kerma, and determination of the effective dose. 

Although important in estimating the risk patients are exposed to during radiographic examinations, 

this last step was not carried out due to the complexity of calculations required to convert ESD into 

effective doses.  

 

In the first step, using a diode dosimeter, measurements of the x-ray tube output were carried out. The 

dosimeter Dosiman was placed in the centre of the x-ray beam axis on the examination table. The 

focal-spot-detector distance was set at 100 cm whereas the field size was set to cover the dosimeter. 

After an appropriate selection of x-ray exposure parameters (kVp and mAs), different readings of the 

dosimeter were recorded and the mean reading determined. The ratio of average of the dosimeter 

readings (expressed in air kerma) to the product of current-time for different values of the x-ray tube 

was used to determine the x-ray tube output. The values of the x-rays tube output per mAs were 

plotted against the tube potential and the resulting curve was fitted using a power function. 

 

The incident air kerma for each adult patient undergoing a particular radiographic examination was 

determined as described by the ICRU [8]. Three factors were used for that purpose: the product of the 

x-ray tube output value, the distance between the patient to the x-ray focus and the distance at output 

measurements and the load (mAs) used for the radiographic examination. The entrance surface air 

kerma value was then calculated by multiplying incident air kerma to the patient’s surface by the 

appropriate backscatter factor (BSF), which is a function of the tube potential, total filtration, and 

radiation field size. Calculations for the entrance surface air kerma were then verified by using 

specialized software MICADO, accessible directly at the web [9]. 

 

3. Results 

 

Table 2 presents the results of the image quality analysis before and after implementing a QC 

programme. The fraction of poor quality images ranged from 10 % to 67 % before implementation of 

QC tests. The image quality grade improved from 3 % to 17 % corresponding to a decrease in the 

number of grade B and C images in similar proportions. In one facility, however, the number of grade 

A image decreased by 13 % points. The overall image quality improvement in participating hospitals 

was 5%. 
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Table 2: Image Quality Assessment Before and After QC Tests Implementation 

 

Image quality (%) 

Grade A Grade B Grade C 

Hospitals 

BQC AQC BQC AQC BQC AQC 

CUK 55 60 38 35 7 5 

CNG 33 50 60 46 7 4 

CLB 73 60 26 34 1 6 

CMK 47 63 37 34 16 3 

HSJ 60 71.4 33 24.3 7 4.3 

BQC = Before Quality Control          AQC=After Quality Control  

 

Table 3 below gives an indication of the distribution of causes for film reject before and after 

implementation of quality control tests. It is seen that overall results showed that the major component 

of film reject rates was either too dark either too light even if film processing and incorrect exposure 

settings can be also cited among the highest contributing factors to poor quality images. However, 

there was a decrease in the images reject rates after introduction of QC tests and implementation of 

corrective actions.   

 

Table 3: Causes Analysis for Film Reject for each hospital 

 

Reject Rate Causes (%) (Mean) 

Underexposure Overexposure Artifacts Field size 

misalignment 

Processing 

Problems 

Hospitals 

BQC AQC BQC AQC BQC AQC BQC AQC BQC AQC 

CUK 12 16 18 10 14 24 19 19 37 31 

CNG 38 29 20 18 6 13 12 31 21 9 

CLB  38 30 30 26 5 13 9 7 18 24 

CMK 32 22 22 20 6 18 7 18 33 22 

HSJ 40 25 20 20 15 15 10 15 15 25 

BQC = Before Quality Control          AQC=After Quality Control  

 

The performance of each hospital participating to the survey, in terms of entrance surface air kerma to 

adult patients undergoing radiographic examinations, is shown in table 4. It appeared that before 

implementation of the QC tests, mean ESAK ranged 0.4 – 2.5 mGy (Chest PA), 2.5 – 9.5 mGy (Pelvis 

AP), 1.3 – 10.7 mGy (Lumbar Spine AP), 2.6 – 9.6 mGy (Abdomen AP). Variations in mean ESAK 

values up to 6.3 (Chest AP), 3.8 (Pelvis PA), 8.2 (Lumbar Spine AP), and 3.7 (Abdomen AP) were 

recorded. In general, mean ESAK values are below the diagnostic reference levels [10], except for 

Chest posteroanterior, where the DRLs were exceeded by a factor of 4.  

 

After implementation of quality control tests in participating hospitals, entrance surface air kerma 

values were measured again and the mean values determined as previously. Variations of mean ESAK 

were found to be in the ranges of 0.3 to 1.8 mGy (Chest PA), 3 to 9.2 mGy (Pelvis AP), 1 for 9.5 mGy 

(Lumbar Spine AP), and 2.2 to 9 mGy (Abdomen AP). Doses to patients were well below the DRLs, 

except for Chest PA. Reductions in dose to adult patients involved in the project were in the ranges of 

25 – 47% (Chest PA), 13 – 21 % (Pelvis AP), 7 – 23 (Lumbar Spine AP), and 6 – 15 % (Abdomen 

AP). Overall results showed a dose reduction of 28.6 % for chest PA, 10.4% for Abdomen and 13% 

for Lumbar Spine AP. In some radiographic examinations, ESAK values increased after implementing 

the quality control tests: 13% for Chest PA; 20%, 10% and 38% for Pelvis AP in a big fraction of 

participating hospitals. It is worthy noting that most of these increases occurred in hospitals where the 

causes of film reject were important (Table 3). 
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Table 4: Mean Entrance Surface Air Kerma to Adult Patients Before and After Implementation     

               of QC Tests 

 

Mean Entrance Surface Air Kerma, (mGy) 

 Chest PA Pelvis AP Lumber Spine AP Abdomen AP 

Hospital 

Pre 

QC 

Post 

QC 

 

Dose 

Reduction 

(%) 

Pre 

QC 

Post 

QC 

 

Dose 

reduction 

(%) 

Pre 

QC 

Post 

QC 

 

Dose 

Reduction 

(%) 

Pre 

QC 

Post 

QC 

 

Dose 

Reduction 

(%) 

CUK 0.4 0.3 25 9.5 8.3 13 10.7 9.5 11 - - - 

CNG 1.1 0.7 36 2.5 3 -20 1.3 1 23 - - - 

CLB 2.5 1.8 28 8.4 9.2 -10 6.1 5.5 10 8 7 13 

CMK 1.6 1.8 -13 7.3 5.8 21 7.5 7 7 9.6 9 6 

HSJ 1.7 0.9 47 2.9 4 -38 3.6 2.8 22 2.6 2.2 15 

Dash (-) means data not computed 

 

Table 5: Comparison of Results of Mean Entrance Surface Air Kerma to Patients in the Present  

               Survey with Results achieved by other Countries in the Project 

 

Mean Entrance Surface Air Kerma (mGy)  Country 

 Chest PA Pelvis AP Lumber Spine AP Abdomen AP 

DRC 1.1 6.1 5.2 6.1 

Madagascar [11]  0.19 3.10 3.10 3.10 

Thailand [11] 0.04 - - - 

Bosnia [11] 0.07 3.04 3.58 1.5 

Serbia and 

Montenegro [11] 

0.7 5.53 5.08 4.0 

 

4. Discussions and conclusions 

 

Many different factors are required in the formation of images of the body. In order to achieve the 

correct balance between patient dose and image quality, it is important to know and to understand the 

way these factors can be used. A good selection of these factors and their influence on the image 

quality and the dose received by the patient are crucial in the optimization process. Under the 

framework of this project, dealing with each of these factors would be overestimating our local 

capacity in diagnostic radiology.  

 

The overall results of image quality assessment have resulted in a high fraction of poor quality 

radiographs, referred to as graded B and C images. As shown in table 3, the general causes for poor 

quality images are artifacts, alignment and processing problems. The absence of QA programme rather 

than the lack of implementation of corrective actions after QC test for financial constraints are by far 

the probable causes of this bad performance in these hospitals. Hospital Managers are less concerned 

with quality and therefore effort should be done in educating radiography staff in implementing 

quality assurance programmes as a tool to the optimization.  

 

Surveys of patient dose in terms of ESD and a comparison with DRLs provides a best way to judge 

whether the dose to the patient for a particular examination is higher than that it ought to be. The 

establishment of DRLs is a crucial step in optimization as it enables hospitals to compare doses with 

established values that represent good practice. In the present survey, results of dose levels to patients 

were found to be below DRLs in general but being the highest compared to other countries 

participating to the project (Table 5). Variations in patient doses observed between hospitals are also 

higher but still smaller than in other studies [12]. The small number of participating hospitals to the 

survey could also be the reason of this performance. These results, coupled with the high percentage of 

poor image quality observed in the same hospitals, could be cited as a bad example of implementing 
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QA programme. However, some improvement in patient dose was noticed after implementation of 

quality control test except for chest AP. This implies that there may be several factors involved like 

those mentioned earlier in this paper. The most probable factors could be seen among the screen – film 

combination used, processing problems, grid characteristics or incorrect alignment of the grid with the 

x-ray beam because these parameters have shown high rates among causes for film reject. All these 

factors, if surveyed together during this work, would probably result in radiographic images of best 

quality. That would require much time and resources that were not possible to find out during these 

preliminary studies. 

 

The excess dose to patients observed for chest PA examination in all participating hospitals to the 

project can be explained by other factors such as the choice of the tube potential. The tube potential 

selected not only determines the degree of the contrast required, but also is function of the thickness of 

the body to be imaged. A higher tube potential gives rise to more scatter and requires the use of a 

higher grid ratio. The use of lower tube potential produces less scatter with a lower grid ratio but 

results in better overall contrast for some examinations [13]. As it is appeared clearly during these 

investigations, most of the x-ray facilities among participating hospitals were old and the selection of 

appropriate tube potential was not performed in appropriate way, in such a way that discrepancies 

between selected irradiation parameters and displayed ones were important. 

 

In terms of conclusions, the overall results of the survey in the DRC have shown that dose reduction 

without considering image quality could produce images of inadequate uses for diagnosis purposes. 

Beside these contributing factors, financial constraints imposed by the Hospital Management and the 

inexperience of the radiography staff in applying the image quality assessment criteria were among the 

important factors that played a crucial role. Areas for future improvement are education in techniques 

for reducing patient doses and image quality assessment, periodic reviews and awareness of managing 

teams of diagnostic radiography facilities.  
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